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Dr. Robert M. Miller

Al Dunning

Dr. Robert M. Miller is one of the most well-known &
respected equine veterinarians, & an expert on horse behavior. Recipient of the 2012 Western Horseman of the Year
Award, he has lectured around the world at veterinary
colleges, & horse expos, & authored many best-selling books
and DVD's.
Dr. Miller's Newest! LH - $39.95

Al Dunning is not only the author of the best-selling book,
“Reining,” he is also the recipient of many awards, including
the AQHA Professional Horseman of the Year. In the Showring he has won numerous AQHA, NRHA, & NCHA world
championships, and many winning non-pros.

Lameness: Its Causes & Prevention - Dr. Robert M.
Miller - Do you want to learn how to keep your horse
sound for a lifetime? This DVD will show you how. Dr.
Miller explains how lameness is caused by: age, defective
conformation, nutrition, lack of exercise, injury from an
unsafe environment, inappropriate ground surfaces,
improper foot care, laminitis, infection, genetics, and the
most detrimental of all, too much work at too young an
age. Included are chapters on physiology and keeping your
horse sound. Dr. Miller shows how he ascertains where a
horse is lame, something that’s often quite confusing, as well as the latest
innovative ways of treating lameness, with Shane Miller, DVM. Julie Winkel’s
Conformation Clinic and Mary Cottrill’s Natural Hoof Trimming chapters
provide insight into how your horse’s anatomy and hoof care also contribute to
soundness. 93 minutes.
EL - $39.95
Early Learning,
The Complete Training of the Newborn Foal
Dr. Robert M. Miller - This is the imprint training DVD
from the world’s foremost authority. Dr. Miller will teach
you how he takes a foal from birth and trains it to be
respectful and not afraid of common objects (paper,
plastic, clippers, etc), and procedures (worming, shoeing,
bridling, etc.). Covers halter training and trailer loading,
too. Endorsed by top breeding farms! 2 hrs.
SH - $39.95
Safer Horsemanship - Dr. Robert M. Miller - From his decades working as a large animal vet, Dr. Miller has developed
safe, easy ways to work around horses without being hurt. This
DVD shows how to safely catch, halter, & lead a horse, use the
“3 Points of Contact” when working on a horse so that you won’t
be stepped upon, bitten or kicked. Also, how easily examine
a horse’s teeth & ears, administer eye medication, clean its
sheath or udder & safely tie. Riding safety is also show, from
tacking & untacking, to preventing runaways while on the trail.
1 hr., 15 min.
UH - $39.95
Understanding Horses & Using This Knowledge to Solve
Common Behavior Problems - Dr. Robert M. Miller “Natural Horsemanship” is a very popular method of
training horses, but why does it work so well? Dr. Miller
explains the 10 equine characteristics & how this new-age
horsemanship takes advantage of these inherent behaviors. He
shows how to use this nowledge when trying to catch a horse,
keep it from balking or being disrespectful, how to teach your
horse to stand while tied, be easy to inoculate, trailer load &
not run for home when out on the trail. 2 hrs., 15 min.

Foaling

FF - $29.95
Foaling Fundamentals
This award-winning classic is now on DVD. Used by veterinary
colleges in their teaching curriculums, Foaling Fundamentals
covers all aspects to prepare the novice breeder. Details the
complete care of the pregnant mare, the foaling process (shown
live in real time), care of mother & baby and more. A comprehensive foaling kit list & diary is included. 60 min.

Braiding & Clipping
BT - $19.95
Braiding Techniques
Learn all the styles of braiding for short & long manes,
as well as tail braiding. Experts will show you how to
braid the classiest hunter, the most elegant dressage
horse, and the snazziest Arabian or baroque horse.
Easy-to-understand graphics, and tips for practicing the
two different styles of tail braiding (the braid “in” or
“out”)are shown. Includes tips on mane pulling, &
keeping tails long & full. Great for all ages! 60 min.

F1 - $39.95
Al Dunning
The Progressive Steps of Foundation Training
The most comprehensive colt training DVD available,
and Al’s methods for starting horses are the safest &
easiest to understand. Beginning in the round pen, Al
accustoms a horse to being lunged, saddled, bridled &
ground-driven. Next is riding, & Al shows how to make
this transition smoothly. Training then progresses to the
arena, developing body control & suppling, creating
correct leads & round smooth circles. Includes riding
outside the arena & techniques for bitting. 2 hrs.
R1 - $39.95
Reining Fundamentals
Al Dunning - This DVD will teach you how to develop
a reining prospect by breaking down the training into
simple lessons. Chapters include: Selection of the Reining Prospect, Equipment, The Basics That Help Build
Good Circles, Circles with Lead Changes, Perfecting
Circles & Lead Changes, Backing, Showing, Stopping,
Turnarounds, & rollbacks. Using this information, anyone can teach their horse the basic maneuvers of reining!
1 hr., 55 min.
R2 - $39.95
Advanced Reining Techniques - Al Dunning - Learn
how to take a horse with basic reining training, & further
develop & polish that talent. This DVD’s chapters include: Equipment, Advancing from the Basics. Riding in
the Bridle, Back, Bitting, Lead Changes & Circles,
Fencing, Stops & Rollbacks. The program ends with Al
putting it all together for you in a reining pattern, explaining his thought process, horsemanship, and the
psychology of showing. 1 hr., 35 min.

C1 - $39.95
Cutting Fundamentals
Al Dunning
This classic title is now on DVD. It contains solid
information about all the basics of cutting; from the
small pen working with one cow, to the mechanical
cow, & then to cutting out of the herd. Includes chapters
on equipment, herd settling & more. 1 hr., 12 min.

Other Cutting DVD's
CC - $39.95
Comprehensive Cutting
with Joe Heim & Greg Welch
This is your opportunity to learn the same techniques that
placed Joe & Greg in the winner’s circle time after time.
They teach you their proven methods while in an actual
cutting clinic, working with green & seasoned horses, & a
broad range of students. 2 hrs.

BOM - $19.95
The Best of the Masters Cutting 1984-1986
The Masters Cutting was the most spectacular event in the
history of cutting! The top cutting horse riders & horses (open
to any age & breed) competed, with the winner receiving
$100,000 cash & a gold & diamond belt buckle. You’ll see the
champion & reserve works from 3 years of this incredible
event. & the last performance of Smart Little Lena. 2 hrs.

CT - $19.95
Clipping Techniques
Save money & clip your horse yourself! This DVD
shows you all the equipment you’ll need, and how to
use it for complete body clips, various trims & show
clipping. Clipping is not hard once you can see how to
do it. Details are included on how to care for your
equipment so that it will last you a lifetime, as well as
safety measures to take to insure that the experience is
a good one for both you and your horse. 60 min.

Bob Loomis

Carole Fletcher

Bob Loomis is a member of the NRHA Hall of Fame and
holds the record on NRHA Futurity wins. At his ranch in
Oklahoma, he breeds and trains the top reining horses in the
country, most sired by his legendary stallion Topsail Whiz.
His best selling book, “Reining: The Art of Performance,” is
now out of print, so these DVD’s are the only instructional
tools available from Bob Loomis.

Carole Fletcher and her horses have entertained thousands
with incredible tricks, and has frequently sold out clinics.
Now her six volume “Trickonometry video series has been
edited to three DVD’s. With her Masters in Education, and
two best-selling books, “Trickonometry” and “Healed By
Horses,” Carole is an expert in teaching -- with a big dose of
fun! Great for all ages and all breeds of horses.

L1 - $39.95 (Special!)
The Bob Loomis Program
For Training Young Horses
A complete program for initial halter training of the
weanling, through round pen work & first saddling, to
learning the basics of being ridden in the arena and out
on the trail. Bob also shows you what he looks for in a
performance prospect. This simple program is easy to
implement with lots of practical information for any
style of riding or competition. 90 min.

L2 - $39.95 (Special!)
The Bob Loomis Program
For Training the Reining Prospect
Loomis has trained hundreds of reining champions, and
he’ll show you the program he uses to teach all his horses
to circle, change leads, stop, turn & back up swiftly &
smoothly. The program includes chapters about conformation, suppling in the round pen, and equipment. Every year
Bob’s horses are contenders in the NRHA Futurity; this
DVD will help you be a champion, too! 2 hrs., 25 min.

Need a gift?
“DVD’s are always the perfect
size. Just give us a call and we’ll
wrap it up -- no extra charge!
And we’ll send it on its way in
time for that special occasion!”

T1 - $39.95
The Complete Guide to Trick Horse Training, or
“Trickonometry” Volume 1
Carole Fletcher
This DVD covers the history of trick horse training
and Carole’s philosophy of teaching tricks: the “3 P’s:
Patience, Perseverance & Praise.” You’ll begin with
simple tricks: acting ashamed, put your head on my
shoulder, kissing, answering “No” & “Yes,” smiling &
pushing or “Drunkard’s Shove.” Next, learn: taking a
hanky from your pocket, a hat off your head, picking up
a hat & giving it to you, ringing a bell, waving a hanky,
shaking hands, counting & stretching. 90 min.
T2 - $39.95
The Complete Guide to Trick Horse Training or
“Trickonometry” Volume 2
Carole Fletcher
This DVD will show you how to teach your horse to
drink from a bottle, serve drinks, untie knots, push a
baby carriage or lawnmower & roll out the barrel, bow
on one knee while dismounted & mounted, kneel on two
knees, the Arabian prayer & camel stretch, pick up trash
& put it in a barrel, play basketball, wave a flag & spin
a rope, count, wave a foreleg “Howdy,” lie down & play
dead, sit up & be mounted, & rise with you aboard from
a sit, to a stand. Sensational! 90 min.
T3 - $39.95
The Complete Guide to Trick Horse Training or
“Trickonometry” Volume 3
Carole Fletcher
Now you’re ready to progress to the stuff of circuses!
Your horse will learn to perform the curtsy bow, crossing legs & pivoting in both directions, adding the curtsy
to the pivot, pivoting with one foreleg extended, the
march or Spanish Walk, hesitation march mounted &
dismounted, work on the pedestal, “strike a pose” with
three spectacular silhouettes, work on a teeter-totter &
gangplank, the rhumba, rearing & standing on one leg
& walking on the hind legs. All very impressive! 90 min.

Western: General Interest
RH - $19.95
Ranch Hand: America’s Ranching
Through the Eyes of Today’s Cowboys
Jack Sutton - See cowboying as it is today on real
working ranches such as the Pitchfork in Texas, the Horse
Creek in California and the Wilson Cattle Company of
Nebraska. You’ll feel like you’re out on the range with
these cowboys, and you’ll root for them as they compete
at the WRCA Ranch Hand Rodeo in Amarillo, Texas. A
slice of real Americana that’s so rare today. 1 hr., 18 min.

CW - $19.95
Collecting The Old West with Jack Sutton
Starting at the Autry Museum of Western Heritage, you’ll
tour the West in search of the people who are handing down
cowboy traditions. Visit with collectors such as Melbourne
Robinson, who features movie legend Buck Jones. Meet
Dick Engel, a founding member of the Cowboy Collectors
Association, and Dick Wietzell, who takes you through his
home that includes a special Will James gallery of original
drawings. Visit several auctions, including the Old West
Collectibles Show in Grass Valley, California. This
program will give you a greater appreciation and
understanding of our unique and valuable heritage. 50 min.

BF - $29.95
Buckaroo Flavour: The Big Loop Country
Dennis Timm
If you want to get a taste of old time horsemanship and
values, you’ll have to travel a long way - to places where
you can still find more cattle than people; to southwestern
Idaho, southeastern Oregon, and northern Nevada. This
DVD celebrates the traditions of the old timers in the Big
Loop Country, as well as their history of ranching, horsemanship, artists, and craftsmen. Lots of beautiful scenery,
horses, and examples of western artistry from contemporary gear makers. 50 min.

RH - $19.95
Grandpa's Tractor
Jack Sutton - Travel back in time to the beginning of the
20th century, when half of America’s population lived &
worked on farms. In this DVD you’ll explore the machine
that transformed farming. The fascination and love for
these old tractors is recounted by collectors of antique
“farm iron.” Your host takes you into Nebraska,
California, and to Billings, Montana for the last days of
America’s largest antique farm tractor collection. A treat
you and your family will enjoy for years! 60 min.
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